Science
Working Scientifically
The children will use their scientific enquiry
skills to:


Classify micro organisms



Conduct an oil lamp investigation



Test different hull shapes to find out
most buoyant



Measure friction of Viking long ships on
different surfaces








Humanities
Finding man-made and geographical
features in Scandinavia
Researching the climate of a
Scandinavian city
Comparing a village in Scandinavia to
Hurst Green
Finding out how Danelaw was
established
Finding out why Alfred was called
‘Alfred the Great’
Discovering what happened at the end
of the Viking era in Britain
PE and Games

In PE this term the children will be doing
basketball and dance.

English
Our book this term is Beowolf by Michael Morpurgo
The children will:
 Practice specific reading skills such as inferring,
clarifying, summarising, predicting and
questioning.
 Read a range of texts looking carefully at word
choice and grammatical structures.
The children will write their own:
 Newspaper articles about the Viking landings at
Lindisfarne
 Scandinavian brochures with persuasive writing
 Non-chronological report about the Vikings and
Scandinavian Festivals
 Viking Sagas
Oak Year 6 Topic web
Term 2
Scandinavian Festivals

Mathematics
Multiplication and Division
 X and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000
 Long multiplication
 Long division
 Multiplicative reasoning
 Factors, Multiples and Prime numbers
 BIDMAS
Statistics
 Reading and creating line graphs for
temperature and precipitation in
Scandinavia








RE, PSHE and Citizenship
Our Christian value this term is Compassion.
In RE this term the children will explore incarnation and
people of god.

Creative Arts
Sewing Christmas Tree decorations for
the Christmas Fayre
Designing and making Scandinavian
Gingerbread Houses
Sketch a dragonhead
Draw a portrait of a Viking warrior
Create a piece of Viking jewellery from
clay
Music: The Big Sing

Computing


We will be:
researching Scandinavia using Google
Maps and different search engines


In PSHE the children will be finding out about how to
look after their health and wellbeing by finding out
about healthy lifestyles and how to stay safe.




presenting our work using Publisher and
Powerpoint
answering questions about King Alfred’s
life using different websites.
Researching the festival of St Lucia and
Viking festivals of Yule and ‘Up-Helly-Aa’

